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TITLE PAGE
The title should be concise and well informative and should not be exceeded 20 words. It
should be in: Times New Roman; Size-16; Line Spacing- Double; upper case; boldface and
Centred.
Underneath of the title, please provide the name(s) and affiliation(s) of author(s) and e-mail
address (es). All these information should be in Times New Roman; Size-14; Line Spacingsingle; upper case; boldface and Centered. Unless otherwise single author, an asterisk mark
should be placed to indicate the corresponding author.
ABSTRACT
An abstract is a succinct summary of the manuscript (between 200-300 words). It should not
be included in the main document of the manuscript and it must be able to stand alone. It
should include the objectives of the research, methods employed, major findings, and
conclusions in brief.
KEYWORDS
Underneath the abstract, you should provide 3-5 keywords. Keywords should be separated by
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Keywords: work-family balance; work-family conflict; work-family facilitation;
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MAIN TEXT
Main text includes the following: Aims/purpose (mandatory); theoretical underpinning
(mandatory); Design/methodology/approach (mandatory); Findings (mandatory); Research
limitations/implications (if applicable); Originality/value (mandatory). Nonetheless, it might
vary in terms of the nature of research.
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1. Introduction
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1.1 significance of the study
Heading Third-Level: Times New Roman; Size-12; Normal; for example,
1.1.1 Research problem
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FIGURES
All tables should be numbered consecutively using Arabic numbering and named in boldface.
For example, Figure No 1:.............
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